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Patrik Schmuki studied physical chemistry at the University of Basel and carried out his graduate studies at the ETH-Zürich.
Then, he worked at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, NY, USA, using synchrotron techniques for thin film studies. From
1995 he was a guest scientist at the Institute for Microstructural Sciences of the National Research Council of Canada where
his research focused on the surface phenomena in semiconductors. In 1997 he was elected the Maitre d´Enseignement et
de Recherche (Associate Professor) for Microstructuring Materials at the Department of Materials Science of the EPFL in
Lausanne. He joined the materials science faculty at the FAU in the fall 2000. He has published more than 440 scientific
papers including Nature Materials, the Journal of the American Chemical Society, or Angewandte Chemie (~19.000
citations, H-70).
Abstract: The presentation demonstrates approaches to achieve electrochemical fabrication of unique, self-ordered oxide
geometries, such as, nanotubular arrays, that can be produced under controlled electrochemical conditions by selforganizing anodic oxidation of Ti metal surfaces. The morphological features, such as tube diameter and length, can be
precisely controlled by a variation of the anodization parameters. The as-formed nanostructures can be crystallized to
anatase or rutile nanotubes. Different doping and band-gap engineering approaches are feasible and will be discussed.
Moreover, anodic fabrication of self-ordered oxide nanostructures on other metals and alloys will be presented.
Titanium oxide is a wide band-gap semiconductor that has a broad range of functional applications such as in dyesensitized solar cells, photocatalysis, or photoelectrochemical water splitting. Moreover it has a high degree of
biocompatibility that give it a large potential for exploitation in biomedical devices. The talk will address synthesis,
modification and applications of these anodic TiO2 nanotube arrays and other self-organized oxide nanoscale
architectures.

